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First Sensor expands network 

The First Sensor location in Berlin-Weißensee is a member of the Wirtschaftskreis Berlin-
Pankow e.V. from January 2020. "We are very pleased that First Sensor will become involved 
in our network," says CEO Christine Beck-Limberg. "The company is one of the biggest 
employers in the district, and together we can achieve a lot". 
 
First Sensor is part of several partner networks worldwide and a member of various business 
and trade associations. For the company, this cooperation is the basis for innovation and thus 
an important building block for growth and success. 
 
"For us, a commitment to the neighbourhood is an expression of the social responsibility we 
have and assume. The areas are very diverse. For many years we have been working together 
with a neighboring all-day school and open the doors for parents and their children who are 
looking for an apprenticeship," says Stephanie Volkmer, site manager in Berlin-Weißensee. 
"The companies in our neighborhood support each other in infrastructure projects for our 
industrial park and introduce themselves to local residents as potential employers, as in April 
of this year. 
 
 

 
 
 

https://www.first-sensor.com/en/company/about-us/our-network/
https://www.first-sensor.com/en/career/events/open-door-2019/index.html


 

About First Sensor AG 

Founded as a technology start-up in the early 1990s, today, First Sensor is a global player insensor technology. 

With our expertise in chip design and production as well as microelectronic packaging, we develop and produce 

standard sensors and customer-specific sensor solutions in the fields of photonics, pressure and advanced 

electronics for the ever-growing demand in key applications for the target markets of Industrial, Medical and 

Mobility. With around 1,000 employees, we are represented at six German locations and also have 

development, production and sales sites in the USA, Canada, China, the Netherlands, Great Britain, France, 

Sweden and Denmark along with a worldwide partner network. First Sensor AG has been listed in the Prime 

Standard segment on the Frankfurt Stock Exchange since 1999. For more information please visit www.first-

sensor.com. 
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https://www.first-sensor.com/en/company/press/picture-archive/index.html    

First Sensor AG owns the rights to the images. Please make reference to this when using the material. If you 

require more material, you are welcome to contact us. 
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